
Welcome to our world of  
handmade cement tiles



We specialize in cement tiles which are individually 
handmade. What makes us unique is that we colla-
borate with some of Sweden’s most prominent 
designers and architects. Our collaborations have 
been successful worldwide and some
have been awarded with numerous of prices for their 

design.  

Casa - milk/dove by Claesson Koivisto Rune 



Casa - guava/maroon by  
Claesson Koivisto Rune 

The common design concept behind all of them is the layering 
of patterns does creating meta patterns.
The first collection includes the award winning Dandelion, 
which has become a modern design icon.

Our collaboration with Claesson Koivisto Rune 
started in 2012 and now encompasses three 
different ranges of twelve different patterns in 
total. 

Dandelion - lawn/milk by Claesson Koivisto Rune 



Stone by Claesson Koivisto Rune 



In ‘The Four Elements’ a northern colour scheme is combined with 
a modernist form. The starting point is the nature of northern 
Sweden: forest green, sky blue, pitch black and brick red. The co-
lours under the hard surface behave like water colour: it is delicate 
with transitions that are soft on the eye.

Four Elements by Monica Förster design studio 

Four Elements - hexagon blue by Monica Förster Desin studio 



Raval I by Mats Theselius Palmblad - svartvit from our classical range 



The inspiration for Mareld comes primarily from love 
of the ocean and Bohuslän, a province in western 
Sweden. The Idea derives from magic memories from 
a late summer evening swim when the sea was lit 
up by luminescent plankton. The designer have an 
inherent desire to make the invisible visible. Through 
experiments we have invented a new marbeling  
technique. It adds a natural and unique expression to 
the design.

MARELD “Making the invisible visible”

Mareld is designed by Swedish designer Marie-Louise 
Hellgren. The pattern is available in various colour 
combinations. 

Mareld - salmiak/ivory by Marie-Louise Hellgren 



Four Elements -  Squares green by Monica Förster 



Raval - paralelo by Mats Theselius 



Our collaboration with Swedish designer Mats Theseli-
us includes four different collections. The first collec-
tion “Raval” was released in 2010 and was awarded 
with the Residence price for “Best flooring product” 
and later on the Elle decoration Design award 2011. 

Since then Mats has created the collections Kelim, 
New Raval and Lines. 

Design by Mats Theselius

Lines collection by Mats Theselius 

Herringbone tiles by Mats Theselius 



Korfu from our classical collection Vine - breeze/vintage blue by Claesson Koivisto Rune



Paths tile collection creates an eternal maze of paths. 
However you choose to turn the tile, the ”paths” will join to 
find new irregular ways. The collection has endless possibili-
ties to create new patterns.

Paths & Fold by Charlotte von der Lancken

Fold tile collection has its origin in a flattened möbius strip 
that forms a perfect hexagon. The Möbius strip is a mathe-
matic discovery of a single-sided surface and its symbolic 
value of infinty has been retained as cement tiles with equi-
valent qualities.

Paths - pale pink/ruby red by Charlotte von der Lancken 

Fold - pigeon blue/pure white by Charlotte von der Lancken 



Fold - pure white/soot &  

wind/ruby red by  

Charlotte von der Lancken 



Goose- eye - kohl/milk by Mats Theselius 



Besides our design collaboration we also carry a  
classical range with traditional patterns and plain 
coloured cement tiles. The colours in these patterns 
have been adapted to suit the typical Scandinavian 
taste.

Traditional patterns

Provence - herrgård from our claccical range 

Milano - blågrå from our claccical range 



Solid  hexagons



Dandelion - guava/maroon by Claesson Koivisto Rune

Raval - riereta by Mats Theselius 



Breaking the Wave - black w stripes by Monica Förster Solid tiles from our classcal range 



Kimono B - honey/pure white by Claesson Koivisto Rune

Stitch - cream/cayenne/sunflower by Claesson Koivisto Rune



Marrakech Design  
Kaserntorget 6 

411 18 Gothenburg,  
Sweden  

office: +4670 666 75 20
info@marrakechdesign.se

Each cement tile is individually handmade and variations in thick-
ness, size and color as well as imperfections like irregular edges 
and corners as well as pattern contours being partly blurred are 
inherent to the manufacturing process.

We keep a large stock which means that we can deliver your order 
worldwide within 7-10 working days after received payment. We 
offer you to purchase samples to make sure that the colour and 
material suits your expectations.

Orders are placed direct to us by email, if you have any questions 
please do not hesitate to contact us. We are available to answer 
your questions Monday-Friday 10:00-18:00.  

To explore our full range please visit our website.

The raw materials are Portland cement, sand, marble powder, 
water and color pigments.

For daily inspiration
www.marrakechdesign.se  

@marrakechdesigntiles  
#marrakechdesigntiles 

#dandeliontiles

Dandelion by Claesson Koivisto Rune


